Supported self-management: a simple, effective way to improve depression care.
To introduce supported self-management (SSM) for depression, examine it through the use of a quality assessment framework, and show its potential for enhancing the Canadian health care system. SSM is examined in terms of quality criteria: relevance, effectiveness, appropriateness, efficiency, safety, acceptability, and sustainability. Critical research is highlighted, and a case study is presented to illustrate the use of SSM with depressed patients. SSM is defined by access to a self-management guide (workbook or website) plus encouragement and coaching by health care provider, family member, or other supporter. It has high relevance to depression care in Canada, high cost-effectiveness, high appropriateness for most people with depression, and high safety. Acceptability of this intervention is more problematic: many providers remain doubtful of its acceptability to their poorly motivated patients. Sustainability of SSM as a component of mental health care will require ongoing knowledge exchange among policy-makers, health care providers, and researchers. The introduction of SSM represents a unique opportunity to enhance the delivery of depression care in Canada. Actively engaging the distressed individual in changing depressive patterns can improve outcomes without mobilizing substantial new resources. Over time, we will learn more about making SSM compatible with constraints on provider time, increasing access to self-management tools, and evaluating the benefit to everyday clinical work.